CONSTRUCTION + COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
PROTOTYPE PROJECT

THE CHICKEN SHED

A SOCIAL ENTERPRISE PROJECT

a project by

in collaboration with

Orkidstudio’s Mutende Project I, Zambia

Long term development is only possible when
people and communities are equipped with the
necessary skills and knowledge to take control of
their lives and are empowered to take a central
position in the shaping of their collective futures.
The KOG Chicken Shed project aims to provide a
catalyst for long term development for a group of
disadvantaged children and young people in Nakuru,
Kenya. Under the care of the St. Jerome’s Children’s
Centre, these children are a vital part of the future
of this rapidly growing economy. Once abandoned,
orphaned or leading a life of addiction and abuse on
the streets, these children have faced a reality which
affects an overwhelming proportion of young people
in the local area. Providing them with vocational skills
and knowledge will enable them to prosper in the
future.
The chicken shed model acts as a tool for training in
social entrepreneurship and care of livestock. The
implementation of a simple, locally run programme,
enables the children to gain valuable experience
through the daily management of egg-laying chickens
alongside the selling and financial monitoring of a
small egg supply business at local markets.

“The architecture of empowerment is as much about process as it is about product;
that it is not limited to the problems of developing countries, but is also relevant
to industrialised countries. It is about respecting our common humanity and
investing in all the people as the creators of a better future.” 1

1. Ismail Serageldin, The Architecture of Empowerment - People,
Shelter and Livable Cities, (London: Academy Editions, 1997). p.126

social enterprise

Named after the patron saint of orphans, The
St. Jerome’s Centre provides for 20 orphaned and
abandoned children. Driven by a mission to nurture
and care for Kenya’s orphans, their focus is on
providing a loving home for these children, where
they are safe to grow, learn and develop.
St Jerome’s was founded by young Scots lass Gemma
Steele in 2009, aged 18, whilst volunteering in
Nakuru. Initially building basic facilities she opened
the doors to 8 children who were left homeless after
the abandonment of their previous orphanage. Since
then St Jerome’s has expanded and now caters to
a further 12 children, ensuring every child is fed, in
good health, cared for and receives an education.

children and community

The KOG Project facilitates research and learning
through direct involvement from a range of students
across the Mackintosh School of Architecture.
Led by Prof Christopher Platt and James Mitchell, a
number of honours students have been engaged in
an ongoing research project for a community-focused
sports facility in Accra, Ghana.
This research has explored a number of areas many
of which are applicable across the wider African
continent, offering an insight into the role of the
architect in developing countries and best practices
for design and participation.
With the opportunity to develop research interests,
the students involved have used this as a platform
to experiment through 1:1 construction testing and
design. Rooted in a live project, each phase will
provide an opportunity for students to gain valuable
live build site and construction experience as well
as the opportunity to engage with real clients and
end users in an environment which will challenge
and greatly benefit their ongoing professional
development.

research and learning

Leading up to the launch of the main Kick Off Ghana
(KOG) project for a community-focused sports facility
in Accra, Ghana, the MSA proposes to fully test and
develop the current design and thinking through a
small-scale live build project in Nakuru, Kenya.
In collaboration with humanitarian architecture
charity, Orkidstudio (founded by MSA Lecturer, James
Mitchell), a team of MSA students will spend up to
four weeks in Kenya building a chicken shed for the
St. Jerome’s Centre.
This preparatory venture will offer a unique and
highly beneficial opportunity to experiment, test
and develop the structural design and approach to
community participation which will be so integral to
the main KOG project, due to be launched on site in
2015.
With a real brief and client, students will be asked
to grapple with the demands of delivering a high
quality and appropriate built solution in a challenging
environment. This short exploratory project, will
both provide significant benefit to a group of
disadvantaged children and a wider local community
as well as a basis for development, reflection, learning
and research in support of the ongoing development
of KOG and the MSA’s continued interest in socially
responsible architectural practice across the Global
South.
Section through the design for KOG project (Ghana 2015)

- the same structural system will be tested through the construction of the Chicken Shed.

preparing for Ghana

Transportation

Safety

Fundraising

You are welcome to book your own flights to and from

The St. Jerome’s Centre has worked very hard to cre-

We have taken every step to keep costs to a minimum,

Nairobi, however we can offer booking through our

ate a positive relationship with the locals, who are

however, you may wish to consider raising funds to

specialist travel agent to ensure the best deal under

welcoming and hospitable people. As to be expect-

help cover some or all of the costs. There are many

a charity fare which also enables payment as late as

ed when travelling to an unfamiliar part of the world,

simple and easy-to-organise ways that you can do this

48 hours before departure, giving you plenty of time

there are however a number of standard precautions

and we will hold an ideas workshop upon selection of

to raise those valuable funds! Nakuru can be accessed

that you must adhere to, and we advise bringing as

the final team. Whether you want to cycle for miles,

from Nairobi in around 3 hours, and the cost of the

few valuable possessions as possible. Nakuru is widely

hold a bake sale or just ask your lovely friends for that

transfer to site will be minimal.

known as a safe destination for visitors.

vital fiver, there are plenty of ways to reach your target!

Accommodation

Vaccinations + Malaria

Cost Summary

During the project the team will stay in comfortable

Depending on your past medical and travel history, you

•

Flights

£

700-00

and secure accommodation within 15 minutes drive

may require a number of vaccinations prior to travel.

•

General Transport

£

50-00

of the construction site and a few minutes walk from

Please consult your GP, practice nurse or a travel clinic

•

Accommodation

£

150-00

Nakuru town centre. The cost for the full trip will be

for advice. Please be aware that you may have to pay

•

Food + Drink

£

160-00

approximately £150 per person.

for some or all of your vaccinations. You are also ad-

•

Vaccinations + Malaria

£ variable

vised to take anti-malaria tablets throughout the trip

•

Personal Equipment

£ variable

TOTAL

£ 1,060-00

Food + Drink

and again you should consult your preferred medical

We will purchase food and drink in bulk, and cook to-

specialist for advice.

•

Personal Equipment

The above costs are an upper estimate and we would

In the interests of health and safety, you will be re-

recommend that you budget for around £1,000 for

Travel Insurance

quired to wear steel toe cap boats at all times on site.

the project plus individual vaccination costs.

You will also be required to take out individual travel

These can be purchased cheaply (average £30-40). You

insurance which specifically allows for construction.

may also wish to bring your own safety gloves, protec-

We will provide you with full details of this nearer the

tive eye-wear, tape measure, carpenter’s square and

time and will offer a special cover option at a highly

tool belt.

gether in the evenings. You should budget for around
£30-40 per week per person.

competitive rate through our brokers. The cost for insurance will be around £45 each.

volunteer information

